Vanishing Brain Lesions An Infequent Presentation : A Case Report
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Abstract: Vanishing brain lesions are infrequently seen condition 1. Well known in multiple sclerosis , lymphomas with steroids etc 2,3, we herewith report a case of a young female presenting with headache and diplopia and imaging revealed cavernous sinus lesion .Surgery was attempted but due to vigorous venous channels was abandoned . However post of imaging revealed vanishing lesion ans patient completely improved .
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1. INTRODUCTION

Vanishing intracranial lesions are seen frequently in neurological conditions like multiple sclerosis who are know to wax and wane2. Many times glioblastomas and lymphomas are also known to disappear with steroids3. White matter lesions neurologists see many times vanishing in their course of treatment . Or case is a cavernous sinus lesion presenting with headache and diplopia and vanished spontaneously after a failed surgical excision attempt .

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A young female 20 yr old was admitted in our hospital with complaints of headache and double vision for last 1 month . On examination patient was fully conscious but had diplopia with right 3 rd and 6 th nerve involvement . No other deficit was seen vision was normal . Patient underwent CT brain which revealed a lesion with contrast enhancement in cavernous sinus Fig 1 &2. Patient underwent a MRI brain which further revealed well defined contrast enhancing cavernous and paracavernous sinus lesion of mixed intensity Fig 3,4&5. Patient was offered surgery to establish the histopathological diagnosis . All possible risks and complications were explained .

3. RESULTS

After family agreed patient underwent right pterional craniotomy and attempted excision of the lesion . Intraoperatively however prominent venous channels were noted and made entry to the cavernous sinus difficult . After repeated attempts failed with local coagulation procedure was abandoned and wound was closed and patient extubated and sent back to the ward . Postop CT brain done next day was satisfactory and patient was discharged home with adviceto come after 6 weeks with new MRI .
Patient when reported to out patient department after 12 weeks was totally asymptomatic, with headache and diplopia gone and MRI revealing disappearance of the cavernous sinus lesion Fig 8. Patient was again followed up after 12 months with another MRI and patient was still asymptomatic and there was no recurrence of the lesion Fig 9.

Fig 1 Plain CT brain of the patient showing cavernous paracavernous lesion eroding clivus

Fig 2 Pre op CT brain revealing the cavernous paracavernous lesion
Fig 3 Pre op Sagital MRI with contrast showing the lesion

Fig 4 Pre op coronal view of the lesion.
Fig 5 Pre op axial MRI contrast showing the lesion

Fig 6 Immediate post op CT brain
Fig 7 Pre and post op MRI after 2 yrs

Fig 8 Post op MRI in 2016

Fig 9 Post op MRI in 2017
4. DISCUSSION

As we review the literature in 2015 Mottagno PP et al reported vanishing tumours in the pineal region and described them as ghost tumours. They blamed surgical manipulation causing ischemic changes in the tumour leading to its disappearance or a apoplexy in the lesion which spontaneously regressed over a period of time. In 2015 Herwerth M et al described differential diagnosis of white matter vanishing lesions in the background of multiple sclerosis. In 2006 Ayrignac X et al also described multiple sclerosis presenting as vanishing lesions and importance of careful MRI sequences study to differentiate them. In 2013 Bugiani M blamed hyaluronic accumulation and arrested oligodendrocyte progenitor maturation for the vanishing lesions seen in multiple sclerosis. In 2009 Goh JJ described cases of glioblastoma disappearing after cortico-striod therapy. In 2016 Patriarca L et al also described pineal regions spontaneously regressing without any intervention in follow up MRI. In 2012 Okita Y stressed the need of 5 yr follow up in these disappearing lesions as chances of malignancy say lymphoma are high and should be carefully excluded.

5. CONCLUSION

Our case is also one of the cases reported in literature where we don’t have any histopathology but as attempted surgical removal with perilesional blood supply coagulation could be reason for gradual disappearance of the lesion. However patient will be followed for 5 yrs to finally label it as vanishing lesion.
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